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For the best part of 35 years the Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County (METRO) has been delivering vital 
public transportation services to the people of Houston, the fourth largest city in the US, and its surrounding areas
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amed after the famed general 
Sam houston, former president of 
the republic of texas and the man 

responsible for commanding and winning 
the battle of San Jacinto, the city of houston 
was founded back in 1836 and incorporated 
a year later. today the city is arguably best 
recognised as the home of the Lyndon 
b. Johnson Space center, itself housing 
NaSa’s Mission control center, and with a 
population of over 2.1 million people is the 
fourth-largest city in the United States.

houston, texas is also the seat of harris 
county, the third-most populous county in 
the country and home to the fifth-largest 
metropolitan area, with more than six million 
inhabitants. Servicing this vast population is 
the Metropolitan transit authority of harris 
county (Metro). based in houston, this 
major public transportation agency operates 
the county’s bus, light rail, bus rapid transit 
and paratransit services, the latter under the 
name MetroLift.

it was in 1973 that texas State Legislature 
authorised the creation of local transit 
authorities in the state. Five years later, 
houston-area voters created Metro and 
approved a one-cent sales tax to support 
its operations. Metro officially opened 
for business in January 1979, when it took 
over the bus service owned by the city, then 
known as houtran. today the authority’s 

service area encompasses approximately  
1,285 square miles and it provides employment  
for around 3,800 people.

the Metro of 2014 boasts an expansive and 
heavily used bus system, in fact its bus service 
is the most used system of its kind in all of texas 
and the Southwest. the service also includes 
the high occupancy vehicle (hov) park and 
ride System, with park and ride stations found 
alongside the city’s freeways and used heavily  
during peak times.

the MetroLift service meanwhile 
provides transportation needs for people 
with disabilities and who are unable to board 
or ride a regular Metro bus. MetroLift 
vehicles are shared ride, transporting 
multiple customers or groups of individuals in  
distinctly marked buses.

Metrorail, the light rail service operated 
by Metro currently runs along a single line 
called the red Line, which was extended at 
the end of last year, and will soon expand to 
include the new east end/green Line. at 12.8 
miles in length the red Line is the second 
major light rail service in texas following 
the dart system. a fleet of Siemens-
built avanto light rail vehicles operate 
along the line, each measuring 29 metres 
in length and with a capacity of 72 seated  
and 148 standing passengers.
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Stertil-Koni is the leader in heavy duty vehicle lifts.  From bus lifts 
to truck lifts, we do it all.  Our world-class product range includes 
award-winning mobile column lifts and inground lifts – including 
piston lifts and scissor lifts – as well as 2-post lifts,  
4-post lifts, platform lifts, accessories, and more.
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 “All planned expansions 
exist within Houston’s  

city limits and are  
expected to ultimately 

reach the cities two  
major airports”

in November 2003, a vote approved the 
laying of additional rail across houston, 
with the plans for the expansion of the 
Metrorail system undergoing several 
revisions in the years that followed. all 
planned expansions exist within houston’s 
city limits and are expected to ultimately 
reach the cities two major airports, george 
bush international airport and william p. 
hobby airport. Further down the line it is 
the authority’s intention to roll out further 
expansions to the network that will service 
many of houston’s well populated suburbs.

Stertil-Koni is the global market leader 
in heavy duty truck lifts and bus lifts and 

is the preferred supplier to the world’s leading 
companies in the truck and bus industries. As 
the vehicle lift leader, Stertil-Koni’s breadth of 
lift products meets all ranges of lifting needs 
and includes mobile lifts, two-post, four-post, 
in-ground lifts, parallelogram lifts, half-scissors 
lifts and the innovative axle-engaging, in-
ground, scissor-style heavy duty hydraulic lift 
configuration. Stertil-Koni is also the creator 
of the revolutionary DIAMOND LIFT -- a state-
of-the-art high pressure telescopic piston lift 
designed to set new standards in precision 
heavy-duty lifting performance, durability, ease 
of use and environmental containment.   The 
company’s lifts are ideally suited to provide 

superior lifting performance for a full range 
of heavy duty vehicles, including articulated 
buses, fire and rescue vehicles as well as 
multiple axle trucks.

Stertil-koni

#1 in Heavy Duty Vehicle Lifts

  800-336-6637
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at the heart of Metro’s growth plans 
for the future is its large transportation 
and infrastructure plan, dubbed Metro 
Solutions, which it expects to have complete 
by 2020. the plan calls for a number of 
advances to houston’s transportation 
network, including 30 miles of Light rail 

transit. this will be made up of the University 
Line from hillcroft to the University of 
houston, texas Southern University, and 
eventually the city’s eastwood transit 
center. Light rail plans that fall under the 
Metro Solutions plan also includes the 
aforementioned extension of the red Line 

“The need to design, construct and open new 
transportation infrastructure is very real and is a puzzle 

that METRO is taking the initiative on solving”

and creation of the proposed Southeast, 
east end and Uptown Lines.

Metro Solutions’ plans also call for 28 
miles of commuter rail transit (crt) to 
be introduced in and around the city, the 
introduction of 40 miles worth of Signature 
bus Service/Suburban bus rapid transit 
routes, the building of ten new transit 
facilities, including five transit hubs and four 
park and ride lots, and further conversions 
of roads and highways to transform them 
into dedicated hov lanes.

all of this has and will continue to require a 
massive amount of work, however the needs 
of the city requires it, and these needs are 
simple. Findings commissioned by Metro 

indicate that the population of houston 
has the potential to increase by up to 3.5 
million people by 2030. the need to design, 
construct and open new transportation 
infrastructure is very real and is a puzzle that 
Metro is taking the initiative on solving.  
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